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To Aylın

Ibn’ Arabi writes of a friend and dervish saint who, after his soul was elevated to the heavens, arrived on Mount Kaf, the magic mountain that encircles the world; gazing around him, he saw that the mountain itself was encircled by a serp
Now, it is a well-known fact that no such mountain encircles the world, nor is there a serpent.
—The Encyclopedia of I
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PART ONE

Chapter One

The First Time Galip Saw Rüya
Never use epigraphs—they kill the mystery in the work!

—

If that’s how it has to die, go ahead and kill it; then kill the false prophets who sold you on the mystery in the first place!

—B

Rüya was lying facedown on the bed, lost to the sweet warm darkness beneath the billowing folds o

the blue-checked quilt. The first sounds of a winter morning seeped in from outside: the rumble of
passing car, the clatter of an old bus, the rattle of the copper kettles that the salep maker shared wit
the pastry cook, the whistle of the parking attendant at the dolmuş stop. A cold leaden light filtere
through the dark blue curtains. Languid with sleep, Galip gazed at his wife’s head: Rüya’s chin wa
nestling in the down pillow. The wondrous sights playing in her mind gave her an unearthly glow th
pulled him toward her even as it suffused him with fear. Memory, Celâl had once written in a colum
is a garden. Rüya’s gardens, Rüya’s gardens … Galip thought. Don’t think, don’t think, it will mak
you jealous! But as he gazed at his wife’s forehead, he still let himself think.
He longed to stroll among the willows, acacias, and sun-drenched climbing roses of the walle
garden where Rüya had taken refuge, shutting the doors behind her. But he was indecently afraid o
the faces he might find there: Well, hello! So you’re a regular here too, are you? It was not th
already identified apparitions he most dreaded but the insinuating male shadows he could never hav
anticipated: Excuse me, brother, when exactly did you run into my wife, or were you introduced
Three years ago at your house, inside a foreign fashion magazine from Alâaddin’s shop, at middl
school, outside the movie theater where you once sat hand in hand…. No, perhaps Rüya’s memorie
were not so cruelly crowded; perhaps she was at this very moment basking in the one sunny corner
the dark garden of her memories, setting out with Galip in a rowboat…. Six months after Rüya
family moved to Istanbul, Galip and Rüya had both come down with mumps. To speed their recover
Galip’s mother and Rüya’s mother, the beautiful Aunt Suzan, would take the children out to th
Bosphorus; some days it would be just one mother taking them by the hand and other days it would b
both; whatever bus they took, it shuddered as it rolled over the cobblestones, and wherever it too
them—Bebek or Tarabya—the high point of the excursion was a tour of the bay in a rowboat. In thos
days it was microbes people feared and respected, not medicines, and everyone agreed that the pure a
of the Bosphorus could cure children of the mumps. The sea was always calm on those mornings, an
the rowboat white; it was always the same friendly boatman waiting to greet them. The mothers an
aunts would sit at the back of the rowboat, Rüya and Galip side by side at the front, shielded fro
their mothers’ gaze by the rising and falling back of the boatman. As they trailed their feet in th
water, they would gaze at their matching legs and the sea swirling around their delicate ankles; th
seaweed and seven-colored oil spills, the tiny, almost translucent pebbles, and the scraps of newspape
they strained to read, hoping to spot one of Celâl’s columns.
The first time Galip saw Rüya, six months before coming down with the mumps, he was sitting on
stool on the dining room table while a barber cut his hair. In those days, there was a tall barber with
Douglas Fairbanks mustache who’d come to the house five days a week to give Grandfather a shav
These were the days when the coffee lines outside Alâaddin’s and the Arab’s grew longer every day
when the only nylon stockings you could find were the ones on the black market, when the number o
’56 Chevrolets in Istanbul grew steadily larger, and Galip pored over the columns that Celâl publishe
every weekday on page two of Milliyet under the name Selim Kaçmaz, but it was not when he fir

learned how to read, because it was Grandmother who’d taught him two years before starting schoo
They’d sit at the far end of the dining table. After Grandmother had hoarsely divulged the greate
mystery of all—how the letters joined up to make words—she would puff on the Bafra she’d seen n
reason to remove from the side of her mouth, and as her grandson’s eyes watered from the cigaret
smoke, the enormous horse in his alphabet book would turn blue and come to life. A was for at, th
Turkish word for horse; it was larger even than the bony horses that pulled the carts belonging to th
lame water seller and the junk dealer they said was a thief. In those days, Galip would long for
magic potion to pour over the picture of this sprightly alphabet horse, to give it the strength to jum
off the page; later on, when they held him back in the first year of primary school and he had to lear
how to read and write all over again under the supervision of the very same alphabet horse, he wou
dismiss this wish as nonsense.
Earlier on, if Grandfather had kept his promise, if he’d brought home that magic potion he said the
sold on the streets in vials the color of pomegranates, Galip would have wanted to pour the liquid ov
the World War One zeppelins, cannons, and muddy corpses littering the dusty pages of his old issue
o f L’Illustration, not to mention the postcards that Uncle Melih sent from Paris and Fez; he wou
also have poured it over the picture of the orangutan suckling her baby that Vasıf had cut out of Düny
and the strange human faces he’d clipped out of Celâl’s newspaper. But by now Grandfather neve
went outside, not even to go to the barber’s; he spent the whole day indoors. Even so, he still dresse
every morning, just as he’d done in the days when he went out to the store: wrinkled trousers, cu
links, an old English jacket with wide lapels that was as gray as the stubble that grew on his cheeks o
Sundays, and what Father called a silk necktie. Mother refused to call it a necktie—she called it
cravate; coming as she did from a family that had once prided itself on being wealthier than Father
family, she liked to put on Western airs. Later on, she and Father would discuss Grandfather as if h
were one of those old unpainted wooden houses that collapsed around them almost daily; as the
talked on, forgetting about Grandfather, their voices would grow gradually louder until they turned t
Galip: “Go upstairs, why don’t you; go find a game to play. Now.” “May I take the lift?” “Don’t le
him take the lift by himself!” “Don’t take the lift by yourself!” “Should I go and play with Vası
then?” “No, he gets too angry!”
Actually, he didn’t get too angry. Vasıf was deaf and dumb, but when I played Secret Passage, h
knew I wasn’t making fun of him; when I got on all fours and headed for the far end of the cave
knew to be lurking in the shadowy outer reaches of the apartment, taking cover under beds as
ventured forward—as stealthy as a cat, as furtive as a soldier creeping though the tunnel that will lea
him into enemy trenches—he understood me perfectly, but apart from Rüya, who wasn’t there yet, n
one else in the house knew this. Sometimes Vasıf and I would stand together at the window for age
and ages, watching the streetcar line. The world we could see from the bay window of our concre
apartment reached as far as a mosque in one direction and, in the other, as far as a girl’s lycée
between them stood a police station, an enormous chestnut tree, a street corner, and Alâaddin’
bustling shop. Sometimes, when we were watching the people going in and out of the shop and id
drawing each other’s attention to passing cars, Vasıf would suddenly let out a hoarse and terrifyin
cry, the cry of a boy who is battling with the devil in his dreams; if he caught me unawares, I’d b
truly frightened. This would provoke a response from the two chimneys puffing behind us. Leanin
forward in his low armchair, Grandfather would try in vain to distract Grandmother from the radi
“Vasıf has scared Galip out of his wits again,” he’d murmur, and then, more out of habit tha
curiosity, he’d turn to us and ask, “So let’s see now, how many cars have you spotted so far?” But n
matter what I told them about the Dodges, Packards, DeSotos, and new Chevrolets I had counted, the
didn’t hear a thing I said.
Although the radio was on from the first thing in the morning till the last thing at night, the thick

coated and not-at-all-Turkish-looking china dog curled up on top of it never woke from his peacefu
slumber. As alaturka music gave way to alafranga—Western—music and the news faded int
commercials for banks, colognes, and the national lottery, Grandmother and Grandfather kept up
steady patter. Mostly they complained about the cigarettes in their hands, but as wearily as if they’
been suffering from a toothache so long they’d accustomed themselves to the pain. They would blam
each other for failing to kick the habit, and if one went into a serious coughing fit, the other wou
proclaim, first triumphantly and then fretfully, peevishly, that the accusations were true! But not lon
afterward, the needling would resume. “So I’m smoking a cigarette—stop nagging!” Then there’d b
a mention of something one of them had read in the paper. “Apparently, cigarettes help calm you
nerves.” A silence might follow but, with the clock ticking away on the wall in the corridor, it neve
lasted long. Even as they took up their papers again and began leafing through them, even as the
played bezique in the afternoons, they kept on talking, and when the family came together for th
evening meal, they’d utter the same words they did when it came time for everyone to gather aroun
the radio, or when they’d both finished reading Celâl’s column. “If only they’d let him sign his re
name,” Grandfather would say, “maybe he’d come to his senses.” Grandmother would sigh—“And
grown man too”—and then, her face screwed up with worry as if she were asking this question for th
very first time, she’d say, “Is it because they won’t let him sign his columns that he writes so badly, o
is it because he writes so badly that they won’t give him permission to write under his own name?” “
nothing else,” Grandfather would say, grasping for the consolation that had soothed both of them from
time to time, “it’s because they haven’t let him sign his columns that so few people know how muc
he’s disgraced us.” “No, no one knows,” Grandmother would say then, but in such a way that Gali
knew she didn’t mean it. “Who would know that we were the ones he’s been writing about in th
newspaper?”
Later on, when Celâl was receiving hundreds of letters from his readers every week and began
republish his old columns under his own illustrious name—some claimed this was because h
imagination had dried up and some thought it was because women or politics took up all his tim
while others were sure it was out of simple laziness—Grandfather would repeat a line he’d recite
hundreds of times already, in a bored and slightly affected voice that made him sound like a second
rate actor, “For the love of God, can there be anyone in this city who does not know that the apartmen
he mentions in that column is the one in which we sit?” At that, Grandmother would fall silent.
Then Grandfather would begin to speak of the dreams that would visit him so often as time wore o
His eyes would light up, just as they did when he told one of those stories they repeated to each oth
all day long. He’d been dreaming in blue, he’d say: the rain in his dream was the deepest blu
midnight blue, and it was this never-ending blue rain that made his hair and his beard grow ev
longer. After listening patiently, Grandmother would say, “The barber’s coming very soon,” bu
Grandfather frowned whenever the barber was mentioned. “He talks too much, he asks too man
questions!” After they were done with the blue dream and the barber, there were one or two occasion
when Galip heard Grandfather whisper under his breath, “We should have built another building, fa
away from here. This apartment has brought us bad luck.”
Years later, after they’d sold off the City-of-Hearts Apartments one by one, and the building, like s
many others in the area, was colonized by small clothing manufacturers, insurance offices, an
gynecologists who did abortions on the sly, Galip would pause on his way to Alâaddin’s shop to loo
up at the mean and grimy facade of the building that had once been his home and wonder what cou
have prompted Grandfather to make such a dark pronouncement. It had something to do with h
Uncle Melih, who had gone off to Europe only to settle in Africa and who, after returning to Turkey
had lingered in Izmir for many years before returning to the apartment in Istanbul. Whenever th
barber asked after him—So, when’s that eldest son of yours returning from Africa?—Grandfathe

would bridle; seeing his reluctance to discuss the matter, Galip was aware even then th
Grandfather’s “bad luck” had begun when his oldest and strangest son had gone abroad, leaving h
wife and their son Vasıf behind, only to return years later with a new wife and a new daughter (Rüy
which was also the Turkish word for dream).
As Celâl told Galip many years later, Uncle Melih was still in Istanbul—and not yet thirty—whe
they’d started building the apartments. Every afternoon, he would leave the law offices (where he d
little other than quarrel or sketch ships and desert islands on the backs of old legal dossiers) to join h
father and his brothers at the construction site in Nişantaşı. The workmen would be slacking off as th
end of the workday approached; much to their annoyance, Uncle Melih would take off his jacket, ro
up his sleeves, and set to work. The family owned two concerns at the time: the White Pharmacy
Karaköy and a candy shop in Sirkeci that later became a patisserie and then a restaurant. The
couldn’t compete with Hacı Bekir, whose lokums were said to be the best in the city, though they wer
more optimistic about the small jars of Grandmother’s quince, fig, and cherry jam lining the shelve
on the walls. But it was around this time that Uncle Melih began to talk about going to France o
Germany: He wanted to learn how to make European-style confitures; he would find out where to bu
gilt paper for wrapping candied chestnuts; he would see if they could go into partnership with th
French and set up a factory that made colored bubble bath—it might be an idea to visit the factorie
that were shutting down one after the other all over America and Europe around this time, to buy u
some of their machinery—and perhaps he could also find a cut-rate grand piano for Aunt Hâle; abov
all, he wanted to take poor deaf Vasıf to a good ear specialist, a neurologist who knew what he wa
talking about.
Two years later, Uncle Melih and Vasıf set off for Marseilles on a Romanian ship, the Tristan
Galip knew it only from a photograph he’d found when going through Grandmother’s boxes. Th
photograph smelled of rose water; the ship itself (as Celâl would discover when he went throug
Vasıf’s newspaper clippings) sank after running into a free-floating mine in the Black Sea. Th
apartment house was finished by the time Uncle Melih and Vasıf set off for Europe, but no one had y
moved in. A year later, Vasıf returned alone by train, still deaf and dumb, naturally (as Aunt Hâ
would say any time the subject came up, though Galip never quite understood what her strang
emphasis was meant to imply); when he pulled into Sirkeci Station, Vasıf was clutching an aquarium
on his lap, fully stocked with the Japanese fish whose great-great-great-great-grandchildren wou
still be bringing him pleasure fifty years later. From the very beginning, he refused to be parted from
them; he spent hours on end staring at the fish, sometimes breathless with excitement and other time
tearful and despairing.
By the time Vasıf returned, Celâl and his mother were living on the third floor (which would late
be sold to an Armenian), but to allow Uncle Melih to continue his business investigations of the Par
streets, he needed money, so they rented out the third-floor apartment and moved up to the sma
sloping attic that had once served as a storeroom; half of it was later turned into a small apartmen
Uncle Melih continued to send letters from Paris stuffed with recipes for pastries and confiture
formulas for soap and cologne, and pictures of the actors and ballerinas who ate and used thes
products. There were also packages containing mint toothpaste, marron glacé samples, liqueu
chocolates, toy firemen, and sailor’s caps. With time, though, the letters and packages became les
frequent and Celâl’s mother began to wonder if she and Celâl should return to her father’s house. Bu
it wasn’t until the war broke out and Uncle Melih had sent them the strangest postcard of a mosqu
and an airplane from Binghazi that she and Celâl returned to the wooden house in Aksaray to join he
mother and her father, a petty official in one of the charitable foundations. On the back of his brown
and-white postcard, Uncle Melih had written that all routes back to Turkey had been mined.
The war was long over when he sent another postcard, this one black and white, from Fez. This wa

how Grandmother and Grandfather discovered that Uncle Melih had married a Turkish girl i
Marrakesh. His bride had a bloodline she could trace all the way back to the Prophet Muhammed an
was therefore a seyyide—a princess—and a very beautiful woman. On the postcard was a hand-painte
picture of a colonial hotel that looked like a cream cake and had appeared in a Hollywood film abo
an arms dealer and a spy who had fallen in love with the same bar girl. (Years later, long after he ha
worked out the nationalities of the flags waving on the hotel’s second floor, Galip happened to b
looking at this postcard one day when, falling into the style Celâl used in his “Gangsters of Beyoğlu
stories, he decided it must have been in one of these rooms that the “first seeds of Rüya were sown.”)
Six months after the Fez postcard arrived, a card arrived from Izmir, but no one believed it wa
Uncle Melih who had sent it, because by then they’d decided he was never coming back; there we
even rumors that he and his new wife had converted to Christianity, joined a group of missionarie
bound for Kenya, and built a church for a sect that sought to merge the Crescent with the Cross in
valley where lions hunted three-antlered deer. Then there was the gossip who claimed to know th
bride’s Izmir relatives; according to this person, Uncle Melih had spent the war in South Afric
smuggling arms and engaging in various other dark ventures, like bribing a king; though he had bee
well on his way to becoming a millionaire, he had allowed himself to be ruled by his whimsical wif
whose beauty was legendary; the couple planned to go to Hollywood to make her world famous, an
already her picture was appearing in Arab-French magazines. But the postcard that the family passe
from floor to floor for weeks on end—scratching it suspiciously, as if they suspected it of bein
counterfeit—merely stated that Uncle Melih and his wife had decided to return to Turkey because the
missed their country so much they’d fallen ill. “Now” they were well, he said; he was working for h
father-in-law, who was in tobacco and figs and keen for Uncle Melih to help him develop ne
products. But not long afterward yet another postcard arrived, which every floor interpreted in its ow
way. Although everyone claimed it to be garbled and almost impossible to decipher, this may hav
had something to do with the property disputes that would soon drag the entire family into sile
warfare; years later, when Galip examined the same postcard, he did not find the language undul
confusing. All Uncle Melih said was that he wished to return to Istanbul, he had a daughter, and ha
not yet decided what to name her.
Grandmother displayed Uncle Melih’s postcards along the edges of the enormous mirror in th
buffet where she kept the liqueurs; there were so many that they seemed to form a second frame.
was in one of these postcards that Galip first read Rüya’s name. Among the views of churche
bridges, seascapes, towers, ships, mosques, deserts, pyramids, hotels, parks, and animals th
Grandfather so resented were snapshots of Rüya as an infant and a young child. But in those days, h
was less interested in his uncle’s daughter (or his cousin, as people were just beginning to say) than h
was in his Aunt Suzan, who gazed so mournfully at the camera as she parted the mosquito net t
reveal the ghostly black-and-white cave where Rüya slept. As Rüya’s baby pictures made their wa
around the apartments, it was the mother’s beauty that made everyone—man and woman alike—sto
and stare in silence, but Galip would not understand why until much later. At the time the question o
everyone’s lips was when Uncle Melih and his new family might be coming to Istanbul and whic
floor they would take when they arrived. By now, Celâl’s mother—she had married a lawyer, only t
die young of a disease for which each doctor had another name—no longer able to bear the spide
filled house in Aksaray, had finally accepted Grandmother’s insistent invitation to return with Celâl t
the attic apartment, where Celâl began his pseudonymous newspaper career: investigations in
match-fixing; exaggerated accounts of thrilling and artfully executed murders in the bars, nightclub
and brothels of Beyoğlu’s back streets; crossword puzzles in which the black squares alway
outnumbered the white; a serial on wrestlers (which he took over after the original author becam
addicted to opiated wine); various articles with titles like DISCOVER YOUR CHARACTER IN YOU

a n d YOU
HOROSCOPE TODAY (according to friends and relatives, it was in his horoscopes that he first starte
sending secret greetings to his lovers); he also did a BELIEVE IT OR NOT column and spent his spare tim
watching the latest American films for free and then reviewing them; impressed by his industr
people had even begun saying that he was doing journalism to build up his savings so he could take
wife.
Long afterward, when he was watching the cobblestones along the streetcar line disappear under
layer of asphalt for which he could see no reason, Galip asked himself if Grandfather’s strang
misgivings about the apartment building came from his feeling out of place or if it all went back to th
day the home he’d built for his family was suddenly too small to contain it. When Uncle Melih turne
up one spring evening with his beautiful wife, his enchanting daughter, and a fleet of trunks an
suitcases, he moved straight into Celâl’s attic apartment, of course. Perhaps he did this to spite h
family for failing to take him at his word.
The next morning Galip overslept. In his dream he was sitting next to a mysterious blue-haired gi
on a city bus that seemed to be taking them far away from the school where he should have bee
reading the last page of the alphabet book. He awoke to discover that he really was late for school an
his father was late for work as well. Mother and Father were eating breakfast, discussing the goings-o
in the attic apartment in the same tones they used for the mice that ran between the walls of th
apartment and that their maid Esma Hanım reserved for specters and djinns; what he remembered be
afterward was the sun pouring through the window and the blue-and-white checked tablecloth th
reminded him of a checkerboard. Galip did not want to think about why he was late for school, nor d
he want to think about why the prospect of going to school late filled him with dread: for much th
same reason, he did not want to know who had moved into the attic apartment. So instead he we
upstairs to listen to Grandmother and Grandfather saying the same things to each other over and ove
only to find the barber quizzing a rather glum-looking Grandfather about the new arrivals in the atti
The postcards had been taken out of the buffet mirror and were now strewn all over, and everywher
were new and strange objects; there was also a mysterious new smell to which he would later becom
addicted. It left him feeling empty, fearful, bereft: What were they like, what were they really lik
these half-colored countries he’d only seen on postcards? What of the beautiful aunt in thos
photographs? He wanted to grow up, become a man! When he said he wanted to have his hair cu
Grandmother was very pleased, but like so many people who talk too much, the barber did not paus
to consider Galip’s feelings. Instead of letting him take Grandfather’s armchair, he made him sit on
stool on top of the dining table. The blue-and-white cloth he draped over Grandfather was much to
big, but that did not stop the barber from tying it around Galip’s neck so tight he almost strangled him
and as if that weren’t enough the cloth went all the way down to his knees like a girl’s skirt.
Many years later, and long after they married (by Galip’s calculations, their wedding day cam
exactly nineteen years, nineteen months, and nineteen days after their first meeting), there we
mornings when Galip woke up to see his wife sleeping next to him, her head buried in her pillow, an
he would wonder if the blue in the quilt made him uneasy because it reminded him of the blue in th
cloth the barber had taken off his grandfather and draped around him, but he never said a word abo
this to his wife; he knew she would never agree to change the quilt cover for such a whimsical reason
Galip was sure they would have pushed the newspaper under the door by now; he rose from be
with his usual care, making no more noise than a feather. His feet did not take him to the door but t
the bathroom and the kitchen. The teakettle was not in the kitchen but he did find the teapot in th
sitting room. Judging by the number of cigarette ends in the overflowing copper ashtray, Rüya mu
have been sitting here until the early hours of the morning, perhaps reading a new detective nove
perhaps not. He found the teakettle in the bathroom. That terrifying contraption the chauffe-bain, wa
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no longer working—the water pressure was too low—but rather than buy a new one they’d fallen in
the habit of heating water in the teakettle instead. Sometimes they’d do this just before making lov
waiting meekly for the water to come to a boil, just as Grandfather had once done with Grandmothe
and Father with Mother.
But once, when Grandfather had asked Grandmother to put out her cigarette, and Grandmother ha
lost her temper and accused him of ingratitude, she reminded him that there had not been a sing
morning during their marriage when she had risen from bed later than he had. Vasıf was watchin
them; Galip was listening and trying to figure out what she was trying to say. Later on, Celâl woul
touch on this subject in his columns, but not to convey what Grandmother had intended. To rise befor
the sun is in the sky, he wrote, to get out of bed when it’s still pitch dark—only a peasant would thin
to live this way, and the same can be said of women who feel they must rise before their husband
These were the concluding remarks in a column that also described Galip’s grandparents’ oth
unbecoming household habits (how they dropped their cigarette ashes on the quilt and kept their fals
teeth in the same glass as their toothbrushes; the way their eyes raced over the death announcements
he presented all this to his readers without adornment. After she had read it, Grandmother said, “So
seems we’re peasants!” Whereupon Grandfather had replied, “I’m sorry we never made him eat lent
soup for breakfast. That would have taught him what it means to be a peasant!”
As Galip went through his usual routines—rinsing the teacups, searching for clean knives and fork
retrieving white cheese and olives that looked like plastic food from a refrigerator that stank o
pastırma, and heating up water in the teakettle so that he could shave—he felt the urge to make a nois
that might wake up Rüya, but the noise never happened.When he sat down at the table to drink h
weak tea and eat unpitted olives and yesterday’s bread, he turned his attention to the newspaper he ha
retrieved from the doormat and spread out next to his plate, and while his eyes wafted over its sleep
words—the ink was so fresh he could smell it—his mind traveled elsewhere. This evening they’d g
to see Celâl, or perhaps there was something good showing at the Palace Theater. He glanced
Celâl’s column and decided to read it later, when they got back from the movies, but his eyes refuse
to obey and went straight to the first line of the column; he rose, leaving his newspaper open on th
table, put on his coat, and went out the door, only to walk right back in. Digging his hands into th
tobacco, loose change, and used tickets that lined his pockets, he spent a few moments paying sile
tribute to his lovely wife. Then he turned around, shut the door softly behind him, and left the house.
The newly wiped stairs smelled of damp, dust, and dirt. The air outside was cold and thick with th
black soot coming from the coal- and oil-burning chimneys of Nişantaşı. Puffing out great clouds o
frozen breath, picking his way through the piles of litter on the pavement, he joined the long line at th
dolmuş stop, from which shared taxis set out to all the most popular destinations in the city.
On the pavement opposite stood an old man who’d turned up the collar of his jacket to make it mo
like a coat; he was going through the pastry seller’s wares, separating out the cheese pastries from th
ones stuffed with meat. All of a sudden, Galip left the line, running back to the corner where th
newspaper seller kept his stand in a well-sheltered doorway; after he’d paid for his new copy o
Milliyet, he folded it and tucked it under his arm. He remembered Celâl mimicking one of h
matronly readers: “Oh, Celâl Bey, Muharrem and I love your columns so much that some days w
can’t bear the wait and buy two copies of Milliyet in one day!” Then all three of them—Galip, Rüy
and Celâl—would laugh. Much later, after a smattering of rain had turned into a real downpour an
he’d fought his way into a dolmuş that stank of wet clothes and cigarettes, after it had become cle
that no one in the car was in the mood to strike up a conversation and he had entertained himself a
only a newspaper addict can, by folding up his newspaper into smaller and smaller segments until a
he could see was the column on page two, after he had spent a few last moments gazing absent
through the window, Galip began to read Celâl’s latest column.

Chapter Two

When the Bosphorus Dries Up
Nothing can ever be as shocking as life. Except writing.

—Ibn Zer

Did you know that the Bosphorus is drying up? I don’t think so. Naturally, we’re all preoccupied wit

this frenzied killing spree going on in our streets, and since we seem to enjoy it as much as firework
who has time to read or to find out what’s going on in the world? It’s hard even to keep abreast of ou
columnists—we read them as we struggle across our mangled ferry landings, as we huddle together
our overcrowded bus stops, as we sit yawning in those dolmuş seats that make every letter tremble.
found this story in a French geological journal.
The Black Sea, we are told, is getting warmer, the Mediterranean colder. As their waters continue t
empty into the great caves whose gaping holes lie in wait under the seabed, the same tecton
movements have caused Gibraltar, the Dardanelles, and the Bosphorus to rise. After one of the la
remaining Bosphorus fishermen told me how his boat had run aground in a place where he had onc
had to throw in an anchor on a chain as long as a minaret, he asked, Isn’t our prime minister at a
interested in knowing why?
I didn’t have an answer for him. All I know is that the water is drying up faster than ever, and soo
no water will be left. What is beyond doubt is that the heavenly place we once knew as the Bosphoru
will soon become a pitch-black bog, glistening with muddy shipwrecks baring their shiny teeth lik
ghosts. But at the end of a hot summer, it’s not hard to imagine this bog drying up in some parts whil
remaining muddy in others, like the bed of a humble river that waters a small town in the middle o
nowhere. Nor is it difficult to foresee daisies and green grass growing on slopes irrigated by thousand
of leaking sewage pipes. Leander’s Tower will at last become worthy of its name, terrifying us from
its giddy heights; in the wild terrain beneath, a new life will begin.
I am speaking now of the new neighborhoods that will take root on this muddy wasteland that w
once knew as the Bosphorus, even as city councillors rush here and there waving penalty notices:
speak of shantytowns and shacks, bars, nightclubs, and amusement arcades, of rusty horsedraw
Lunaparks, of brothels, mosques, and dervish lodges, of nests where Marxist splinter groups go
hatch their young and rogue plastics factories turn out nylon stockings for the black market. Amid th
doomsday chaos, among toppled wrecks of old City Line ferries, will stretch vast fields of bottle cap
and seaweed. Adorning the mossy masts of American transatlantic liners that ran aground when th
last of the water receded overnight, we shall find skeletons of Celts and Ligurians, their mouth
gaping open in deference to the unknown gods of prehistory. As this new civilization grows up ami
mussel-encrusted Byzantine treasures, tin and silver knives and forks, thousand-year-old wine cork
and soda bottles, and the sharp-nosed wrecks of galleons, I can also imagine its denizens drawing fu
for their lamps and stoves from a dilipidated Romanian oil tanker whose propeller has become lodge
in the mud. But that is not the worst of it, for in this accursed cesspool watered by the dark green spra
of every sewage pipe in Istanbul, we can be sure that new epidemics will break out among the armie
of rats as they explore their new heaven, this drying seabed strewn with turbot and swordfish skeleton
and polluted with the mysterious gases that have been bubbling beneath the surface since long befo
the birth of history. This I know, and this I must impress upon you: The authorities will seek t
contain the epidemic behind barbed wire, but it will touch us all.
As we sit on the balconies from which we once watched the moon glitter silver on the silken wate
of the Bosphorus, we’ll watch instead the blue smoke rising from the corpses we’ve had to burn in

hurry—leisurely burials having become a thing of the past. As we sit along what once was the shor
at tables where once we drank rakı amid the perfume of the Judas and honeysuckle blossoms, we wi
struggle to accustom ourselves to the acrid stink of rotting flesh. No longer will we soothe our sou
with songs about the birds of spring, the fast-flowing waters of the Bosphorus, or the fishermen linin
its shores; the air will ring instead with the anguished cries of men whose fear of death has drive
them to smite their foes with the knives, daggers, bullets, and rusting scimitars that their forefather
hoping to fend off the usual thousand-year inquiries, tossed into the sea. As for the İstanbullus wh
once lived on the edge of the water, when they return to their homes exhausted of an evening they wi
no longer open bus windows to drink in the sea air; instead, they’ll stuff newspaper and cloth in th
cracks to keep the stink of rotting flesh and mud from seeping in; they’ll sit there staring through th
glass at the flames that rise from the fearsome black chasm gaping below. Those seaside cafés wher
balloon and wafer halvah vendors once wandered among us? No longer shall we sit there of an evenin
to feast our eyes on naval fireworks, instead, we’ll watch the blood-red fireballs of exploding mine
that carry with them the shattered remains of the curious children who set them off. Those men wh
once earned their keep by combing the sands for the Byzantine coins and empty tin cans washed in b
stormy seas? They’ll take to collecting the coffee grinders, the moss-covered cuckoo clocks, the blac
mussel-encrusted pianos that a long-ago flood plucked from the wooden houses that once lined th
shore.
A night will come in this new hell when I slip through the barbed wire in search of a certain Blac
Cadillac. This Cadillac was the prize possession of a Beyogğlu bandit (I cannot bring myself
dignify him with the word gangster) whose exploits I followed some thirty years ago, when I was a
apprentice reporter; I recall that in the entrance to the den of iniquity from which he ran his operation
there were two paintings of Istanbul I greatly admired. There were only two other Cadillacs like it
Istanbul at the time, one owned by Dağdelen, who had made his fortune in highways, and the other b
Maruf, the tobacco king. It could be said that we journalists were the ones who turned our bandit in
an urban legend, for we recounted his last hours in a serial that ran for an entire week. The climax wa
a police chase that ended with the Cadillac leaving the road at Akıntı Point and flying into the blac
waters of the Bosphorus. According to some witnesses, the bandit was high on hashish; others claime
that he’d freely chosen death for himself and the mistress at his side, racing toward the point like
doomed highwayman driving his horse over a precipice. Divers spent days hunting for the Cadillac,
no avail. It wasn’t long before the newspaper-reading public had forgotten it ever existed, but I hav
already pinpointed what I am certain will turn out to be its exact location.
It is there, at the very bottom of the new valley we once knew as the Bosphorus, below a mudd
cliff littered with camel bones, bottles bearing mysterious messages for nameless lovers, lone boo
that lost their mates seven hundred years ago, shoes where crabs now lay their eggs. There, behind th
slopes where mussel and sponge forests still sparkle with diamonds, earrings, bottle caps, and go
bracelets, past the heroin laboratory set up so hastily in the rotting shell of a barge, just beyond th
sandbar where oysters and whelks feed on the buckets of blood gushing from the donkeys an
packhorses as they’re ground into black-market sausages.
As I plunge into this silent darkness and make my way through the stench of rotting corpses, I sha
listen to the horns of the cars passing above me—on what we once knew as the Shore Road, though
now looks more like a lane snaking through a mountain pass. I’ll stumble across the palace intrigue
of yesteryear, still doubled over in the sacks in which they drowned, and the long-lost skeletons o
Orthodox priests, still clutching their staffs and their crosses, their ankles still weighed down by bal
and chains. I shall see bluish smoke rising from what seems at first to be a stovepipe but which turn
out to be the old periscope from the submarine that tried to torpedo the S.S. Gülcemal as it wa
carrying troops from Tophane Wharf to Gallipoli, only to sink to the sea floor after its propeller go

tangled up in fishermen’s nets and rammed into some mossy rocks; it will be immediately apparen
that our own citizens are drinking tea out of Chinese porcelain cups in their new home (built so man
years ago in Liverpool) as they sit in velvet officer’s chairs once occupied by English skeleton
gasping for air. In the darkness just beyond, there will be the rusting anchor from a warship that onc
belonged to Kaiser Wilhelm; here a pearly white television screen will blink at me. I shall see th
remains of a looted Genoese treasure, a short-barreled cannon caked with mud, the mussel-caked ido
and images of lost and forgotten peoples, and the shattered bulbs of an overturned brass chandelier. A
I descend into the lower depths, watching my step, weaving my way through mud and rock, I shall se
galley slaves still chained to their oars as they gaze up at the stars with a patience that seems infinite.
may not notice the necklaces, eyeglasses, and umbrellas hanging from the trees of moss, but I sha
certainly pause in fearful respect before the armored Crusaders, mounted on horses whose magnifice
skeletons are still stubbornly standing. As I stand before these fearsome statues to study their musse
studded weapons and the standards they brandish in their mighty hands, I shall note with horror that
is the Black Cadillac they are guarding.
So I shall approach it slowly and respectfully, almost seeking their permission, and as I mov
forward a blinking light of unknown origin will cast the Cadillac in a phosphorescent glow. I shall tr
to turn the door handles, but the car, caked as it is with mussels and sea urchins, will not permit me t
enter; neither will I manage to pry open the green-tinted windows. This is when I shall take out m
ballpoint pen from my pocket and use its tip to scrape the pistachio-colored moss off the glass.
Gripped though I am by the enchanted terror of midnight, I shall light a match; in the flickerin
gray glow I shall see the steering wheel, the nickel-plated dials, needles, and clocks still glistening a
brightly as knights in shining armor—and there, still kissing in the front seat, the skeletons of th
bandit and his mistress, her bony wrists still gleaming with bracelets, her ring-clad fingers sti
intertwined with his. Not only are their jaws conjoined, their very skulls are locked in an etern
embrace.
Then, without pausing first to strike a second match, I shall turn around to gaze upon the lights o
the city and to dwell on what I have just seen: When catastrophe strikes, there can be no happier wa
of facing death. So let me cry out in anguish to a distant love: My darling, my beauty, my long
suffering sweet, the disaster is fast approaching, so come to me, come to me now; wherever yo
happen to be at this moment—a smoke-filled office, a messy blue bedroom, an onion-scented kitche
in a house steaming with laundry—know that the time has come, so come to me; let us draw th
curtains against the disaster pressing upon us; as darkness encroaches, let us lock ourselves in a la
embrace and silently await the hour of our death.
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